
A strategy intensive is a two-day experience in which Mariposa Strategies and the client engage in

a collaborative strategic planning process where they identify the client’s most important goal(s)

and desired date of achievement. Intensives are conducted by Annie Sanchez, CEO of Mariposa

Strategies. 
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Within 1 week of the Strategy Intensive, Annie will deliver a high-level project plan with client’s

milestones and deliverables.

Deliverables

ORGANIZATIONAL STRATEGY INTENSIVE

Written report

Detailed action plan

Access to collaborative/interactive project planning software up to two weeks post-intensive

Post-intensive coaching sessions

Available Add Ons additional time will be needed for delivery

Annie faciliates an interactive discussion to identify the driving force, obstacles and opportunities

behind the client’s goal(s). Once the client’s objectives are clearly defined, Annie co-develops a high-

level project plan with the client’s deliverables and milestones, which are inextricably linked to the

bigger picture. 

Prior to the two-day Strategy Intensive, Annie meets with the team leader for 90 minutes to get an

understanding of their objectives and desired outcomes for the engagement. 

Annie is a strategic planning consultant and clarity coach. Through her Strategy Intensives she

helps high-performing, driven teams understand where they are in relation to where they want to

be and co-develops a plan to get them there. 

An optional approach is a one-day Strategy Intensive coupled with coaching to support leadership

with implementation and/or natural obstacles that arise during this phase.



Client to articulate objectives and desired outcomes in advance of two-day sessions.

Client to articulate desired deliverables in advance of two-day sessions.

Client to show up and participate fully in Strategy Intensive, minimizing distractions.

Annie to facilitate two-day session, and reserve the right to bring in support if needed.

Annie to deliver high-level project plan within one week of Strategy Intensive.

If add ons included, Annie to provide deliverables within two weeks of Strategy Intensive.
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Expectations

One 90-minute planning meeting (team or project manager), in person or virutal.

Two 6-8 hour strategy sessions OR One 6-8 hour strategy session followed by 8 hours of coaching

Schedule

Investment

$4000 when paid in full (no add ons)

Multi-payment options available

Location

Organizational strategy intensives are conducted in person at client’s business or location of choice. 

Location coordination is available.

Location coordination

Travel outside of Albuquerque

Next Steps

If you are ready or have questions, you can schedule a 45-minute pre-strategy intensive discovery

call at your convenience at www.mariposastrategies.as.me/prestratorg. 

$2800 when paid in full (no add ons)

Multi-payment options available

Nonprofit organizations (budgets below $500k)

Additional Costs 

Cost of venue and food to be paid by organization

The purpose of a pre-strategy intensive discovery call is for Annie to get the gist of your project and

offer ideas about how your investment of time and resources in a Strategy Intensive could be well

spent. Also, it's an opportunity for you to gauge if Annie is a good fit for you and your project.

If you have already had a pre-strategy intensive discovery call and you’re ready to move forward,

send Annie an email annie@mariposastrategies.com.


